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Foreword
As our work brings us into contact with
some of the most vulnerable people in
society, living in some of our most socially
deprived communities, it is an absolute
imperative that we lead on social and
diversity impact. We cannot afford to just
tick the right boxes – our communities
deserve better than that.

Mears is the UK’s largest private

base to highlight the need for

registered provider of social

change on meaningful social

housing and housing with care

impact.

solutions.

We continue to value and invest

For the last 30 years Mears has

in Social Value activity; ensuring

been at the forefront of policy on

that it runs like a thread through

tenant engagement, safety

everything we do in every part of

standards and contributing more

our business.

to the communities we work in.

What you will read are examples

Using our workforce, supply

of our people going above

chain and procuring power we

and beyond every single day of

commit to finding ways to improve

the year. They do so because

our communities and the lives of

it’s the right thing to do. I remain

everyone we touch. I am proud

proud of them every single day.

of how our colleagues have risen
to these challenges, as you will
read in our report. I am also
proud that we are taking the
challenge to Government on
planning how legislation can be

I am delighted to introduce our
Social Value report and proud
of the work we’ve been involved

A desire to make a positive difference wherever we
operate has always been at the heart of our
business. It was 30 years ago when we were a
small maintenance contractor with a single van; and
it still is now we are a truly national company.

in to make a positive difference
during 2019.

David Miles
Chief Executive Officer

improved and using our evidence
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For us, social value is not something we simply pay
lip service to. It is part of our DNA, completely
embedded in everything we do.

Our strategy
Alan Long
Executive Director

SOCIAL +
DIVERSITY IMPACT

If we didn’t care about the people
and communities we work with,
we wouldn’t be able to achieve
this, and our organisation
At Mears we pride ourselves on

wouldn’t survive. Putting social

having a social heart and being a

and diversity impact at the heart

leading socially responsible

of our business isn’t just the right

business. Through a strategic

thing to do - it makes good

approach in our specialist areas,

business sense.

we will work to ensure our
business is positioned as a
responsible business evidenced by a highly engaged

At Mears we pride
ourselves on having
a social heart and
being a leading,
socially responsible
business.

2019 saw a strategic review to

workforce, our social impact and

the Mears Group’s social and

strong governance.

diversity impact approach to
build on the lead we are taking in
our sectors. We launch in 2020,
with a clear 2 year plan to
achieve the goals and outcomes
in our group strategy for social
and diversity impact. It sets out
the approach we will take to
develop and deliver effective,
efficient and innovative social
impact. It demonstrates our clear
ambition towards improving
people’s lives and building
strong, sustainable communities.

Our work brings us into contact
with some of the most vulnerable
people in society, living in some
of our most socially deprived
communities. As we grow, so do
the opportunities and our sense
of responsibility to make a
positive difference. That’s why
we continue to value and invest
in social and diversity activity;
ensuring that it runs like a
thread through everything we
do in every part of our business.
For us, social value is not
something we simply pay lip
service to. It is part of our DNA,

We’re committed
to building a
diverse and
inclusive culture
that goes beyond
protected
characteristics,
attracting and
retaining the best
talent, and
enabling all our
colleagues to
thrive.

completely embedded in
everything we do.
4
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During this pandemic Mears continues to provide front line
services, in many cases to vulnerable people and communities,
and have therefore been focused on ensuring continuity of
service, the well-being of our customers and most importantly
the health and safety of our colleagues.
The importance of our colleagues going the extra mile to
support our customers and communities has never been more
important than in the times of crisis, and we are all so proud that
our teams have risen to the challenge, making a positive

Covid 19
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difference across the country.

A HUGE thank you to
all colleagues for their
hard work, passion
and commitment
during unprecedented
times. This crisis has
brought out the best in
us in the worst of
circumstances.

Alan Long reflects: A famous

From what I have seen from

wartime recruitment poster

Mears colleagues, I am

from 1915 asks, “Daddy, what

genuinely proud of the sense

did YOU do in the Great

of purpose and determination

War?” I wonder if in the

to get things right. Here are

months and years to come

some great examples of

people will look back and ask,

what’s been going on - taking

“What did you do during the

deliveries and supporting

pandemic?”

foodbanks, delivering food

Alan Long

are best supporting our

Executive Director

colleagues in terms of wages;

Our first task was to protect
our colleagues - our workforce
as much as we can – how we

How we can protect them
from disease; How we

parcels to vulnerable people,
volunteering and reducing the
impact of isolation and
loneliness by brightening up
the days of those who are
stuck at home during the lock
down.

support their physical and
mental health; How to ensure
that their wellbeing is in
check. Mears have supported
colleagues with enhanced
salary terms from Government
supported schemes and in
addition introduced hardship
funds and wellbeing and
recognition programmes.
6
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Social value activity 2019

95.89% Waste diversion
from landfill

Total number of Social Value interventions:

2,051
Broken down by the following four priorities:
Championing Local

Creating Chances

13% Yr on yr reduction of
Scope 3 emissions
9% Yr on yr reduction of
Scope 1 emissions

61,824
People in the community
positively impacted
32,198
people under 25 years
impacted POSITIVELY by Social
Value Activity

1,298

553

Healthy Planet

Fair for All

CO2

540

180

Managers received
Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion Training

128

Apprentices

People achieve Level
2 Qualifications

People achieve Level
3 Qualifications

5

67

142

11,705
people over 50 years
impacted POSITIVELY by Social
Value Activity

148,656 colleague
volunteering hours

Management

Apprentices

16

2.19% Yr on Yr reduction
in carbon emissions
intensity

239

Management
Qualifications

NVQ Level 2 and
Level 3 Qualifications

184
203 Care Apprenticeships
113 Care Achievers

£57.5

million

Net social impact
8

Net social impact
per colleague

£55,000

337 Housing Apprenticeships
58 Completers
9

Our approach

Our social value
highlights 2019!

The Mears approach to Social Diversity and
Impact continues to focus on four priority areas,
which will be the basis for our plans to meet our
Social and Diversity Impact commitments
across the UK.

Recognised as a leading socially
responsible business
2019 was the year Mears were awarded some significant accreditations, based on our strategy, our
approach, and most importantly the outcomes and real-life positive stories of delivering social impact and
making a difference to individuals and communities.

We’re officially
leading the way for
social value in
our sector.
CHAMPIONING
LOCAL
–

CREATING
CHANCES
–

FAIR
FOR ALL
–

HEALTHY
PLANET
–

Improving the
wellbeing of people
and the communities
we serve

Providing career,
skills and employment
opportunities

Reducing prejudice,
improving
understanding of
differences, and
supporting social
inclusion

Making a positive
contribution to
our planet

In 2019 Mears
received the Social
Value Certificate
– Level 1.
Social Value International, the
global organisation that
promotes and champions social
value, has awarded Mears

Eight national themes for 2020

Level 1 social value certification
and we’re the first organisation
in our sector to achieve this.
Not only does this demonstrate
our commitment to implement
systems and processes that

Colleague Leadership
Engagement

Employment
+ Training

Mental Health
Awareness

Apprenticeships

Homelessness

Carbon
Footprint + Waste
Recycling
Supplier
Commitments
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are consistent with the Social
Value Internationals principles,
it is a massive achievement for
our organisation.
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Social Mobility
Index listing
When it comes to accessing
and progressing talent from
all backgrounds, we’re
proud of the work we do
and now that work has been
recognised.
Mears has been ranked in
the top 75 companies in
the UK for social mobility –
the actions taken in the
workplace to ensure they
are open to accessing and
progressing talent from
all backgrounds.

Our high standards
Awards and accreditations

We came 36th in the index for measures including:
e	
Working directly with schools on social value projects with
11,300 pupils
e	
45 Management apprentices
70 pre-employment students
e	

Selecting an employee director to sit on our board
e	

We are proud to have been awarded and accredited by outside bodies through rigorous testing.
Our commitment to safety and to providing social and diversity impact in the communities we serve,
makes us stand out from the crowd.

Working to increase the number of women in the sector
e	
through our Tradeswomen into Maintenance project

TPAS Quality Standard Mark

e	
607 apprentices, plus 48 completers

Our adult education programme enables our
e	
colleagues to upskill and also member of the local
community who are long-term
unemployed

Mears is proud to have maintained
its TPAS Quality Standard Mark,
passing the 3-yearly assessment
every time since 2006. The
TPAS accreditation demonstrates

FTSE4Good is an initiative run
by FTSE to provide an independent
measure on the environmental,
social and governance (ESG)
practices of companies on its
global index.

Mears’ commitment to supporting
landlords and encouraging
tenant involvement. This Quality
Mark for Contractors is an
assessment of the standard of
resident involvement in
responsive repairs, maintenance
and capital works contracts which
ensures best practice for three

Best Companies
In 2019 for the first time Mears was
awarded accreditation from
Best Companies coming in the
top 25. For us it was only the
beginning. We worked on an
action plan over the year to build

Housing Diversity Network
Mears is proud to have been
awarded the Diversity Network
Accreditation (DNA). DNA is an
independent, robust and

on our work and we are
pleased to announce that we
have made it into the top 25 for
the second year in a row – a real
testament to our learning.

comprehensive assessment of
how an organisation deals with
equality and diversity.

consecutive years.
Achieving DNA is recognition
from the Housing Diversity
FTSE4Good

Network, the leading specialist

Mears Group has been recognised

body in the sector, that we have

for its outstanding environmental,

effective leadership and

social and governance practices

processes in place to achieve

by gaining a place in the

positive outcomes for our

FTSE4Good Index – and places

workforce and customers.

Mears in the top 9% of companies
in the index.
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MAKING IT REAL:

Our Governance
Meet our Social and Diversity Impact Board

RICHARD KENNEDY

JANE FARRELL

BARRY MALKI

Richard is chair of the board for
Social Value UK and co-chair of
Social Value International.
His mission is to use the power of
business and capital to create
sustainable, positive social change.
He has an MBA from the
University of Cape Town and
London Business School and is
co-founder of Cornerstone Place.

Jane is the co-founder and Chief
Executive of EW Group. She is a
specialist in inclusive leadership,
unconscious bias, organisational
change and cultural adaptability.
Jane has vast experience in
diversity consultancy and training,
specialising in working with senior
management teams to improve
individual, team and organisational
performance.

Barry is Director of Communities for
Social Squared, a consultancy
specialising in strategic Social Value
and Community Investment. Outside
of this he serves on the boards of
several charities and works with
local voluntary organisations helping
them to leverage financial support
from different sectors.

It is clear from the time that I have
spent with Mears that delivering
social value has always been central
to the business - part of the DNA if
you like. However, social value has
gone from a nice to have (if you can
afford it) to a critical part of any
business, especially one serving the
public sector. The social value act
commenced in 2013 and since then
local authorities have had to
consider social value in their
tendering with some going beyond
this to make it up to 20% of the score
of any bid. Mears has a strong
commercial position in the market
and so I believe can be even more
bold in the way it delivers and
demonstrates its social value to staff,
the City and through this influence
the public sector in its pursuit of
value and equality.

EW Group began working with Mears
4 years ago and I was delighted to
be asked to join the Social and
Diversity Impact Board nine months
ago. I am struck by the drive and
commitment to ensure that diversity
and inclusion issues are woven into
the fabric of all the important
discussions at Mears. This includes
decisions on HR and organisational
development, the cost of unwanted
churn, business strategy, positive
action and how to equip all staff with
the knowledge and understanding
needed to get it right on diversity and
inclusion. Having a diversity
specialist working alongside the
social impact specialists means that
there is a holistic approach, and the
very existence of the Board
demonstrates that Mears wants to
ensure that it continues to celebrate
what is great and look again at what
needs a quarter turn.

Although it isn’t often recognised,
organisations like Mears are
incredibly important stakeholders in
the community. Not just in terms of
supporting socially focused
businesses such as Housing
Associations or care providers, but
also as a front-line agency with a
direct line to people.

It can be easy to pay lip
service to corporate social
responsibility.
To make sure it is real
and meaningful, our Social
and Diversity Impact activity
is directed and overseen by
our Social and Diversity
Impact Board, which includes
several independent
experts as well as members
of our senior executive
management team.

ALAN LONG

GARY JACKSON

Executive Director, Mears

Group Director for Marketing,
Communications and Customer
Success

“When you come into contact with
vulnerable people and
communities, you quickly learn that
you cannot do this job effectively
without a strong ethos of wanting
to give something back.”

How we ensure we
continue to do the right
things?
To drive Social and Diversity
Impact throughout the
business, we continue to
operate our externally
appointed Board. To align to
the approach, the Board has
been reviewed and joined
with the previously
established Diversity and
Inclusion Board.
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“Year on year, we continue to raise
our game on delivering social value.
We aspire to be leaders in this
area, making sure we’re delivering
real impact wherever we can.”

JO FRY

TRACEY LYTH

Group HR Director

Group Head of Customer Success

“At Mears its vital that we emphasise
the importance of leadership,
ownership and visibility in social and
diversity impact. Our activity in this
space supports our wide and diverse
talent pool and workforce.”

“We never rest on our laurels. We
continue to push ourselves to do
more, to be more effective and to
understand the impact our social
value activity has.”

The importance of that one-to-one
relationship with people cannot be
overstated; for many of those
residents, Mears staff are providing a
service far above and beyond a
simple repair. Over the past couple
of years, I’ve heard many stories
from front-line staff doing something
amazing to help or support someone
in trouble, highlighting issues that
may be invisible or unrecognised by
other agencies in that person life.
For some people, this has been a
literal life-line, for others a
metaphorical one.
As an organisation, we should
embrace the knowledge that we are
not just a business-to-business entity,
but as a significant cog in the
workings of many communities
around the country.
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Our social value
influencers
Social and Diversity Impact is
at the core of our business
and we are extremely proud
of the positive difference we
make daily. Our approach
and impact are not just
influenced by our Board and
senior managers, but by many
colleagues, from across the
business, who help us shape,
embed and inspire other
colleagues to do a little more
each day. We’d like to tell
you about some of those
key influencers from around
the Group.

CLAIRE GIBBARD
MPS
Making a positive difference is
important to me because…
“I believe a diverse workforce
keeps us authentic and allows us
to fully understand the needs of
customers and the communities
in which we work.”
Claire believes a diverse
workforce with varied skill sets,
understanding and experiences,
sets us apart from our
competition. Claire’s passion is
supporting Dementia across the
Mears MPS business, becoming a
Dementia Friends Champion,
enabling her to deliver informative
sessions to colleagues and
clients, helping them to
understand how we can all
contribute to becoming more
dementia friendly.

MASOOMA AHMED
Customer and Community
Manager – Tower Hamlets
Making a positive difference is
important to me because…
“I believe everyone has the right
to a place to live.”
Tackling homelessness is a key
focus for the Group and Masooma
is passionate about supporting
this agenda. Masooma has been
the driving force behind our
Homeless Network Project and
other community support projects
across the borough in which
she lives. These projects aim to
build a network of local
businesses, schemes and
individuals to create long term aid
and opportunities for homeless
people. Masooma’s passion is
infectious and many in her branch
now support her in her cause.
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DIANE KEAY
Customer and Community
Manager – Rotherham
Making a positive difference is
important to me because…
“I believe everyone deserves
the same opportunities to better
themselves.”

Diane is recognised as a champion
for social value across the group,
winning many awards for her great
work. Diane has been the driving
force behind numerous successful
projects, to name a few - supporting
young people through learning
and career advice (locally and with
the Career Partnership Enterprise),
a long history of working with Age
UK, coordinating an annual
Mission Christmas events around
Rotherham, nurturing and guiding
many apprentices onto successful
careers and coordinating and
leading extremely successful local
employment advisory forums in
Rotherham.

MICHAEL FORSTER
Data Analyst
Making a positive difference is
important to me because…
“I believe being able to talk
about and gain a greater
understanding of wellbeing and
mental health issues is essential
– I talk from personal
experience.”
Michael has now become the
driving force behind Mears’s
efforts to combat mental illness
and his leadership in this area has
been fully aided by Mears, whose
communication teams have
helped him create awareness
of his mental health first aid
journey. His initiative encourages
colleagues to open up about their
mental state. Others across
the Group have now joined
Michael as a mental health first
aider. The ambassador approach
Michael has taken across the
Group is inspirational.

CHELSEA
Apprentice
Making a positive difference is
important to me because…
“I believe everyone, regardless
of their age, race or sex
should be given the opportunity
to pursue whatever career
they want.”
Mears continues to champion
awareness and activities, in our
sector, to attract more women
into trades. Chelsea has been a
real ambassador from the
start of this campaign. She was
working in a call centre before
she embarked on an
apprenticeship with Mears to
become a plumber. In addition,
Chelsea is a fantastic ambassador,
supporting school engagement,
careers events and PR
campaigns to prove to other
young women that there are
opportunities in the trades, as a
career. Chelsea is passionate to
showcase the opportunities for
women and is a real asset to the
Group with her drive and
positivity.

DEBBIE KERR
Customer and Community
Manager – Home Group
Making a positive difference is
important to me because…
“I believe by giving something
back to those worse off
than ourselves we all benefit
and working at Mears I am freely
able to do this.”

The passion Debbie has for
delivering social value is inspiring
and has been award winning.
Debbie has been the leader
behind so many projects - Project
Choice; offering work placement
opportunities and Depaul;
supporting the young homeless.
According to Debbie, the best
feeling ever is when one of the
young people thanks her for
listening and caring. She says that
it’s a win-win situation, as they
inspire her to keep doing what she
does, and she inspires them to
do well by just giving them an
hour or two of her time. Debbie
has inspired engagement from
across the Group, especially with
the work with Depaul, the project
has forged lasting relationships
with local schools and colleges.

GARETH HESLINGTON
Partnership Manager, South
Yorkshire – Asylum Contract
Making a positive difference is
important to me because…
“I believe everyone has a right to
be educated. During the Covid
19 pandemic, schools closed,
and this creates an additional
challenge for asylum families,
to receive schooling. Asylum
seeker families have no laptops,
no TVs and in most cases no
radios in their home.”
Gareth is recognised as a driving
force in the partnership with the
City of Sanctuary, to deliver
laptops to South Yorkshire asylum
seeker families with school aged
children during this difficult period.
Knowledge is key to supporting
asylum seekers to be able to
integrate within their communities
and in the future be able to give
back into society.

HEATHER HUGHES
Head of Mears Learning and
Development
Making a positive difference is
important to me because…
“I believe we must invest in
future talent, if we want to have
longevity as a business and
truly be regarded as a great
place to work. I love seeing
young people grow and develop”
The investment into our
apprenticeships programmes has
always been something Mears are
extremely proud of and Heather
has been instrumental in shaping,
developing and promoting this
across the Group. Heather shares,
“we recognise that the people
mentoring our apprentices are just
as important to the process as
the apprentices themselves and
so the improved investment of
mentors this year has moved us on
further”.

KIERAN MURPHY
Chairman
“Social Value has always been
at the heart of our business.
It’s in our DNA and is what makes
us who we are.”
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Gary Jackson

Gary Jackson

Group Director for Marketing, Communications
and Customer Success

Group Director for Marketing, Communications
and Customer Success

Taking a thought leader approach to
the social and diversity impact agenda
	At Mears we intend to use our position
as a provider of public service contracts
and as a large-scale procurer to
influence the direction of social impact
in the UK. We want to see a system
which delivers genuine impact to the
lives of people in communities we work
but also wherever the housing sector
works.
	To this end, in 2019 we commissioned
two key reports with the think tank
Localis on Social Value measurement
and with The Pledge on social mobility
in the workplace.

	Maximising Social Value in place:
	Mears commissioned the think tank
Localis to review the Social Value
Act and see how it could be
improved. They gathered an
advisory board of experts in Social
Value and from local and central
government to examine if the
nation is maximising government’s
annual £284bn procurement spend
to deliver the promise of the
Social Value Act.

	The report examines the
following issues:
e	Defining and understanding
Social Value: What do we mean?
e	Cohesion, consistency and
accountability: How to ‘bed-in’
Social Value as a defined set of
priorities
e	Balancing flexibility and clarity:
Reaching a common purpose
in Social Value
e	A framework for local outcomes:
Putting Social Value into local
context is a challenge that
must be overcome
e	Shaping the language of Social
Value: What does the language
of Social Value mean locally,
regionally and nationally?
e	A standard model of evaluation:
How do we select a standard
indicator for the measurement of
Social Value to be used across
the contracts?

Report Recommendations
1	The Government should revise the
Social Value Act with a local
element requiring councils to
produce Community Value Charters
to define goals and priorities for
residents.
Community Value Charters should
2	
be publicly available and define
where Social Value offers would be
best targeted as an aid to both
commissioners and contractors
placing bids.
As with local plans, Community
3	
Value Charters should be open to
public consultation and review.

Making a difference
with social mobility
As a business, we believe in opening

We talked about the challenges we

Community Value Charters
4	
should also be consulted on with
a representative number of
stakeholders from SMEs as well
as large partner businesses.

our doors to people from all walks

face as a business and how we

of life and making a positive

needed the Government to help

difference to transform people’s lives.

realise the opportunities created by

We are a social mobility employer

the Social Value Act and Social

and work in some of the most

Mobility Compact. She described

The Government should define a
5	
list of approved Social Value
metrics for quantifying the Social
Value element of a tender.

marginalised communities in the UK.

our Thought Leader project (better

Community Value Charters should
6	
be approved by DCMS as part of
the broader Civil Society Strategy.

MP Justine Greening and talk all things

7	
Councils and contractors should
set out a timeframe and measure
for a re-evaluation of a social
value initiative, with the possibility
to break the contract if it is not
being delivered.
	
The report will be published this
year, and we will continue to
support the thinking and
proposals, to challenge our
approach and support the wider
Social and Diversity Impact
agenda.
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g
Greenin
Justine

Along with our Group Head of
Customer Success, Tracey Lyth, I had
the privilege to meet with now former
Social Impact, with a specific focus
on the Social Mobility Pledge.
Justine talked about the wider
challenges facing government and
her ambition for Social Mobility and
the Pledge.

enforcement of the act, consistent
measurement (consortium) and
creating a smart SV client) as
innovative and something she
would be happy to endorse – she
recognised the work we are doing
as a real enabler to support other
organisations doing more.
2020 sees us working as Best
Practice Service organisation with
the Social Mobility Pledge to

As one of only twelve recognised

develop a research paper which

UK Champions for Social Mobility,

we will take to government to see

she was particularly interested

where they can support change.

in the work that Mears are doing in

We welcome the chance to be

this space such as our approach,

recognised and work closely with

our successes, thought leadership,

the Pledge to support our social

Innovation and our ambitions for

mobility focus.

the future.

Any business not taking its
responsibilities to the
wider world seriously could
be increasingly in trouble
in 2020.
Political, market and consumer
forces are all converging to
make having purpose critical to
business success. And those
organisations neglecting it, who
haven’t worked out their
broader role in our communities
and country must urgently
adapt or face a very real threat
from their competitors who
steal a march.
I believe that the purpose
businesses must have is to play
their unique role in delivering
equality of opportunity and
social mobility. It’s a priority for
people, so it should be a
priority for business, and they
are best placed to fulfil it. Our
own research at the Social
Mobility Pledge also backs that
up with evidence.
19

Alan Long
Executive Director

Helping pressures
on the NHS
The economic and social benefits of
extra care housing
	There is evidence that residents
receiving extra care housing:

	Extra care housing can be viewed as

e	Visit a GP less frequently, due to

residential care for many people.

the support from on-site care
staff and the resident community
in general

a preventative alternative to
Lifetime savings to the taxpayer per
person from delaying or preventing
this move for those in need of care
could be as much as £5,000.

e	Require fewer community

	In 2019 we commissioned the

nurse visits, for similar reasons

investigate the evidence for

care, compared to those living

the health and social care

in the community in receipt of

	There is strong evidence that
residents of specialist housing for
older people have improved
wellbeing and quality of life,
including:

home care

e	Reduced loneliness

Housing Learning and
Improvement Network to

benefits, and specifically
cost- benefits, of housing
for older people, particularly
in extra care housing.

as GP visits
e	Are less likely to enter long-term

e	Can reduce the number of
ambulance callouts, particularly

better designed and adapted to
What did the report find?
	The report found that overall, there
is evidence to suggest that housing
for older people, particularly extra

variation.
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and other residents
e	Reduce the duration of
and stays.

country and that there is significant

and security

In summary, there is a strong
argument for providing more
specialist housing for older
people, particularly extra care
housing, based on the
significant cost-benefits that it
provides to the NHS and local
authority adult social care.

unplanned hospital admissions

specialist housing across the

e	Higher feelings of autonomy

and regular contact with staff

cost-benefits to the NHS and local
report also mapped the density of

mental health and memory

meet the needs of older people

care housing, provide significant
authority adult social care. The

e	Improved psychological well-being,

in response to falls at home,
due to the property being

Extra Care –
meeting the housing
needs of our population
Mears has been running Balmoral
Place in Northamptonshire since
2018. An extra care Housing
scheme, the development offers
an affordable, positive lifestyle
choice for older people in
Northampton.
The scheme provides a safe,
secure and vibrant community for
those over 55, who want to live
independently with personalised
care designed for their needs.
This is just one of 21 extra care
schemes run by Mears with more
in pipeline.

The Associated Retirement
Community Operators (Arco) says
that only about 75,000 or 0.6%
of people aged 65 or over in the
UK live in what it terms
“retirement communities” – which
it distinguishes from basic
retirement or sheltered housing
that does not offer care or
support – compared with 6.1%
in the US, 5.4% in New Zealand
and 4.9% in Australia. If UK
numbers roughly tripled to
250,000 by 2030 Arco claims that
cumulative savings of £5.6bn
would by then be realised in the
health and social care systems.

Mears combines its skills to
build, manage, maintain and
provide care to specially-adapted
homes for elderly and disabled
people to help them live
independently.
With demographic change
happening now our investment in
extra care is something we
believe is an untapped growth
area and one which ultimately
allows older people to live
genuinely independent lives in a
caring and supportive
environment.
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CAMPAIGNS AND RESOURCES
2019 saw the launch of campaigns, resources and toolkits, focussing on some key
social and diversity impact themes. This supported our diverse business in awareness
and access to resources to develop their local delivery plans.

Raising awareness and tools to support Dementia Awareness

Smile Awards
Each year Mears recognises the real stars in the business, who have delivered excellence
in social impact activity. We celebrate them through our annual awards programme and
this year, we recognised submissions for the best project under each of our four Social
Value outcomes, before choosing one as the overall best Social Value Impact award.

How has the Dementia Toolkit made a difference?
Thank you for this guide - it’s got some really helpful
tips. I recently had an experience with an elderly chap
with Dementia - he had injured his leg and was
standing in the road. I stopped my car and asked him if
he was ok and it was quite clear immediately that he
needed help. He didn’t know where he lived, what his
full name was or how old he was. It was really
distressing for the both of us. I phoned an ambulance
and they arrived very quickly - he began receiving at
home care for a few months but is now in full time care.
FELICITY MORRIS, MEARS
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In order to help support our colleagues, during
interactions with our customers and communities and in
personal circles, we have a new Dementia Toolkit that
provides you with helpful information on how to
approach and support someone with Dementia as well
as how to train others to do so.

CH
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Many of us will know, work or interact with someone
living with Dementia.

I’ve completed my Dementia Friends Champion
Induction. Following the Dementia Toolkit I wanted to
find out what I could do to encourage others to make a
positive difference to people living with dementia and
promote awareness. Using one of my volunteering days
I attended the Champions Induction Day run by
Dementia Friends so I am now able to deliver their
Information Sessions to increase the understanding of
dementia and the small things that we can do that
could make a difference to people with dementia living
in our communities.

RO

We have been actively involved across the business in
promoting Dementia awareness, to make a difference
to people living with dementia and their quality of life.

RD

There are over 850,000 people living
in the UK with Dementia.

CLAIRE GIBBARD, MPS

Home Group North East
PROJECT CHOICE

Get healthy and reduce food waste with our new Food Wise toolkit
Food Wise is our new, healthy eating toolkit, available for
branches to use in their local social value delivery plans.
The toolkit aims to educate our customers through the
delivery of workshops, as well as offering tips and recipes

FOOD WISE

on how to eat healthy food, whilst minimising food waste.
Available to all branches across the Mears, this toolkit offers
an opportunity to support well-being with healthy nutrition
and menu planning. Food Wise also aims to support
financial well-being with support on budgeting and advice
on how to produce healthy meals for as little as £1!
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Through our contract with Home Group, we partner with
Project Choice, working together to give young people
with learning difficulties, disabilities and autism the
employment edge. The partnership sees Mears offer
young people from Project Choice, first-hand experience
in the workplace, with a view to them becoming confident,
skilled and experienced employees of the future.
Shaun McRae, who has learning difficulties and is partially
on the autistic spectrum, has been a real success story
through Project Choice. He was introduced to us in
October 2017 in the hope of gaining a six-week work
placement in gas engineering. He started his placement
in April 2018, doing one day per week.

Shaun absolutely loved it and as he was doing so well
we decided to extend his placement to 12 weeks, this
was then extended to five days per week when he was
not at college so he could continue to get the
experience and life skills. Working with the help of
Heather Hughes, Head of Learning at Mears, I have got
Shaun onto a Gas Engineering Apprenticeship with
Mears, which he started in September 2019.
BEN HUNTER,
SHAUN’S MENTOR
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Central Services
SOLUTIONS FOR THE PLANET –
THE BIG IDEAS PROGRAMME
Solutions for the Planet’s Big Ideas programme is an
award-winning STEM and enterprise programme with a
focus on sustainability. It is delivered in partnership with
companies who support teams of KS3/S1-S3 students
from local schools to generate solutions (or ‘Big Ideas’)
to sustainability issues. These Big Ideas are submitted to
our Big Ideas Competition, with regional finals held at
local universities and the National Final held at the
Palace of Westminster in London.
The success of our involvement in the programme relies
on volunteer mentors to sign up to be involved in the 6
month programme. Mears became a partner
organisation in 2017, providing mentors in the North East
in the first year and the South & London last year.

	Out of six finalist groups, five went on to submit their
plans to be assessed for the regional finals. The ideas
were all related to plastics and ranged from cleaning
up polluted areas, to developing biofuel from
waste plastic and food waste.”

LL P R O
J

East Kent Housing, Canterbury
COMBINING FOOD BANK VOLUNTEERING
AND SUPPORTING YOUTH IN WORK
EXPERIENCE
This project involved commitment to supporting a
community food bank on a regular basis and providing
work experience opportunities for local young people
– and we managed to combine the two.
Sharon and Louise our Customer and Community
Officer’s, accompanied by various members of the admin
team, have worked with the food bank every week from
December 2017. Despite workload fluctuations they

OVERALL
WINNER!
SOCIAL AND DIVERSITY
IMPACT AWARDS
2019

have maintained the regular commitment and the
team has even covered Christmas and bank holidays in
their own time to ensure that this increasingly important
service can provide the vital help to an average of 50
local families each week.

At the end of December 2019, we
had contributed at least 400
hours, 150 hours of this in 2019,
which is a significant proportion
of the overall service.

	PADDY ALLUM,
HEALTH + SAFETY MANAGER
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In 2019/2020 the programme will run in Scotland and
the North East/Yorkshire.

“As a mentor on the Big Ideas Programme, I spent
several weeks working with year 8 children from Oaks
Park School in Essex. Helping them to come up with
sustainable ideas which were then developed into
workable solutions. The programme started with a
two-day introduction session by Solutions for the Planet
where around 180 students were made aware of a
variety of global environmental issues that we face.
They were asked to choose an issue close to their
hearts and then to work in groups to look at the issue in
depth and come up with a solution. After this, a select
number of students were invited to take their ideas
further and develop a business plan.
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Rotherham Housing

MISSION CHRISTMAS
Mission Christmas in Rotherham is made up of a few elements which all
support the community and local charities during the festive season.
This included the Age UK Christmas lunch and fundraising event, as well as,
delivering soup and sandwiches to the homeless which were donated from
local shops and soup kitchens across Rotherham at Christmas.
The project started in 2014 and has grown in the number of people and
projects we benefit. The feedback we get from Age UK confirms to us
that the event is valued by the guests. The consistent take-up by homeless
charities each year confirms that this is a much-valued service.
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	Exciting developments for the
Mears Foundation
	As a business with a social heart, it is important we continue
to nurture and develop our foundation charity. Over the coming
year, Mears have committed to; invest more, raise levels of
engagement and understanding, further ensure independent
decision making and increase overall spend levels.

What you will see:
e 50% of funds given to a single cause chosen by our workforce
e	Local level funding to be pooled and distributed through
the Foundation
e	A newly appointed independent Chair
e	A newly appointed General Manager with direct links to
our operations
e	Additional options to our ‘Giving for change’ payroll
scheme, with match funding for those branches with high
levels of sign up

	We will of course remain true to our
aims and purpose:
	The Mears Foundation exists to help improve the lives of vulnerable
or disadvantaged people in the UK through practical help, support
and intervention. We work with groups and individuals who share
our values to improve their lives by providing them with the
opportunities and skills to become stronger and more self-reliant.
	Our aim is to empower and assist people so that they can develop
their own skills and abilities to their maximum potential.

We will work to:
e Improve the lives of people living in our communities
e	Reduce prejudice and improve understanding of difficulties
within our diverse communities
e	Provide career and skills development opportunities to those
needing them the most
e Be a positive contributor to our environment
26
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Making a difference:
Who has benefitted from the
Mears Foundation?

Mears Foundation provides grant for Vision 21
Mears Foundation were delighted to be able to provide
a grant to Vision 21.
Vision 21 are a fantastic charity who specialise in
environmentally based community projects, offering
volunteer opportunities where people can learn skills,
meet others and improve their local area.

Bringing children Christmas cheer
Mears Foundation donated Christmas bags and
selection bags for the children living in the AASC
Accommodation in Glasgow.
Glasgow’s Baby Bank and Family Support Centre
coordinated the presents for 127 Children in
accommodation.

A big thank you to everyone
who helped put a Massive Smile
on the faces of 127 children
during Christmas.

Drummond School funding

As a small charity, donations mean a lot. Seen as both
recognition for the work they do, but of equal importance,
they help to keep the projects up and running.

Lewis runs the London Marathon for Mears Foundation
While some of us gorged over Christmas dinners Mears
Gas and M&E Manager from Tower Hamlets, Lewis, was
prepping for the London Marathon.
Lewis has been eating clean and running up to 14 miles
as part of his gruelling training regime for the upcoming
London Marathon on behalf of the Mears Foundation.
Every penny, raised for the Foundation goes into
community projects that help us push the boundaries to
deliver real impact, enabling individuals and the
communities in which we operate to flourish and thrive.

Mears Foundation donates iPads to Sea Mills Boys and Girls Club

Drummond School is a haven; a caring educational
establishment that enables and educates up to 90 children
of varying disabilities and needs. Any visitor to the
school cannot help to feel humbled by the selflessness
and sheer dedication of the staff whom enable and
enlighten children’s lives.
Mears Facilities Management service the buildings and
facilities and drew funds from the Foundation towards the
final completion of the redevelopment and improvement
of the outdoor play areas.
As part of the playground there is an area of equipment
in need of expansion, improvement and development to
allow a larger number and greater range of ages of pupils
to experience outdoor play, both safely and with comfort.
For the last two and a half years a huge fundraising drive
has raised a massive £66,000 which has enabled
Drummond to install swings, a roundabout, a ‘rota-bouncer’
and four spinner bowls, all with soft play surfaces to
protect vulnerable bodies.

We are proud to support local community projects
and raise funds through various events and fundraising
activities to be able to give back to the communities
which Mears operate in.
The children at Sea Mills Boys and Girls club have
been enjoying their iPads donated by the foundation
during a music session with a local musician.
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SOCIAL AND DIVERSITY FRAMEWORK OF TOOLS

2019: A year of growth
We have been recognised as an organisation which
is delivering on the social responsibility agenda, but we
are never content to rest. During 2019, we increased
the number of social value interventions we are
engaged in by 100% and continued to develop our
strategy and framework to ensure social and diversity
impact is truly embedded in the Mears culture.

Launching an improved
insight tool – focus on
the right projects in the
right locations

Launching the
Social and
Diversity App

	In 2019 we developed an internal
Social and Diversity app, which
supports knowledge, awareness,
access and reporting of projects
across all our business areas and
branches.
	As we continue to embed social
value into our business, it is key that
we plan, deliver and report all the
social value activities and events at
each branch or department.

Why are we doing this?

We work in some of the most socially deprived areas of the country
and we feel a strong sense of responsibility to find ways to improve the
long-term prospects of the people who live in these communities.
To maximise our outcomes and
really make a POSITIVE difference
with our social value projects,
it is so important that we focus on
the right projects in the right
locations.
To ensure we are working in
the right locations we launched
the improved InsightMapper.
Working in partnership with
TerraQuest, we developed the
InsightMapper to help to plan and
deliver local social value
commitments, focussing on the
right locations with the right
outcomes.
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How does InsightMapper work?
This market-leading bespoke
community insight tool provides
an insight into local demographics
and helps identify areas of
deprivation. It enables users to
drill down into a local area and
find out not only the
demographics but can also layer
data on crime statistics,
depravation, isolation and health
and environmental data. With this
we can better target social
value interventions and, ultimately,
to review their effectiveness
and outcomes.

e	All social value resources will be
under one app and the new
reporting function to make it easier
to find what you need
e	It is easy to use and will help
capture details of your social
value activity accurately and in
a timely manner

Every individual makes
a difference
At Mears we pride ourselves on having a social heart and being a
leading socially responsible business.
Every branch delivers on a social and diversity plan and commitments
and every colleague is encouraged and supported to make a
positive difference to the lives of our customers and communities,
through getting involved in their business plans.
As a result, we are making a difference across the UK, helping
communities thrive.
Let’s see just some of the ways Mears teams and individuals are
making a POSITIVE difference, delivering social and diversity impact
through their everyday business and service delivery.

e	The new app helps us to promote
the fantastic work Mears delivers
for our customers, communities
and clients
e	Accurate reporting allows Mears
to demonstrate our commitment to
social and diversity impact.

100% increase in reported
social and diversity impact
since the launch of the app
in 2019
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Focus on: Fair for All
In practice to reduce prejudice, improve
understanding of differences and
supporting social inclusion

Mears signs up to the Inclusive Culture Pledge 2019
At Mears, we understand that having an inclusive culture is important as it helps us deliver better services and care to
our customers, build great partnerships and recruit and retain a more diverse staff.
As part of our continued commitment to embed an inclusive and diverse culture, we are proud to have signed up to the
Inclusive Culture Pledge in 2019 and again in 2020 with the EW Group – a specialist in diversity and inclusion.

Throughout the year, our colleagues will receive specialist support in the following areas:
Gender Pay Gap, Inclusive Leadership, Inclusive Recruitment, Cultural Intelligence, Measuring
Success and Accessible Communications.

Driving the agenda for women in maintenance Building on a year of success

Q. How can Mears attract women
who are looking for a change
in their career into roles?

It’s been a great 12 months for our Women into Maintenance
project but we’re still looking for ways to improve.
That’s why when we got more
than 60 of our female trades’
colleagues together for a the
Inspire: Women in Trades
Conference in 2019 to celebrate.
Deligates didn’t hold back but
instead made sure to ask

Executive Director Alan Long some
probing questions about what was
happening to get even more
women into maintenance.
Tracey Lyth, Group Head of
Customer Services who has been
leading the project said:

Alan Long said to the
conference:
Q. Why is it important for
Mears to have women in
maintenance roles?
“We started this project because
we know that the more diverse
our workforce, the better we are
as an organisation. Only 1% of
trades operatives in the UK are
female.
“We have commissioned research,
guidance, toolkits and courses
for people to use. This is a great
way for branches - especially in
housing maintenance and new
homes - to deliver social value in
their communities. And also a
way for us to prepare for a skills
gap by encouraging more women
into trades.”
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A. A lot of our customers want to
see a more balanced workforce
and we want our workforce to be
reflective of the people we
work for and the areas we work
in. It also makes good business
sense because it’s a tough
employment market, and if we’re
going to continue to have
growth in our business, we can’t
just rely on traditional labours
markets, we have to attract
people into our business who may
not have thought in the past of
maintenance as a career.

A. It’s unlikely that me turning up
in a school and talking to girls
about Mears is going to make any
difference as to whether they
consider trades as a career – you
are the best people to do that.
At a group-wide level, we are
looking at career development
opportunities including
management and leadership
training to give people a career
path if they come and work for
us. When I joined Mears, we
had one woman leading a
branch, now its 1 in 5 of our
housing maintenance branches.
So, for people to see that
there are women in many and
varied roles in our business
and to see those women
progressing if they want to,
creates a culture where people
will stay with us.

The Women into
Maintenance
project was really
important. Getting
more women into
this part of the
business really
does matter and I
have no doubt that
if we had more
people in our
business like the
people in this room,
we’d be a better
business.
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Q. Why you feel it is critical to
support women into
maintenance?

Q. What does it mean to MPS
having women working in
trade roles?

Q. What do you feel as a business
we can do to encourage women
into maintenance?

A. One of the top three challenges
facing the UK construction and
maintenance sector is the
availability of skilled labour and
resources. This challenge
exacerbates the other two
significant risks that the sector is
facing - poor productivity and
profitability and project
performance.

A. For me, having the ability to
enable, support and encourage
women in trade roles provides
MPS Housing and the wider
group, the opportunity to help
lead the change that the sector
requires. This change must
start somewhere, however small
a part we may play in it.
History has shown that things
do change – 50 years ago
women didn’t fly commercial
planes, they could only work as
cabin crew. They never
performed surgeries as they
were nurses, now if a women
wants to be a pilot or a doctor,
it is accessible, because the
door has been opened, and the
bar to access trampled down.

A. We need to start at the
beginning and make it viable career
choice. This starts in the classroom.
We need to demolish the
stereotypes that exist, so society
comes on this journey with us.
As employers we need to lead
the way in terms of opportunity,
development and helping to
promote accessible careers.
As women in maintenance, we
have a duty be visible, and set
a positive example and to support
one another.

The government-led Farmer
Review published in 2016, warned
that the sector is facing
challenges that have not been
seen before. Despite this, the
sector has the worst gender
balance of any, and as a country
we lag behind the rest of Europe
with less than 1% of trade workers
being female.

Taking the message to the community:
New Homes, Scotland
New Homes Scotland is delivering social
value that engages local girls with
construction as a career.

Spotlight on:
Vicky Fordham Lewis
Managing Director MPS

In a series of workshops, girls in the local
community learned about our business, got a
tour of our Bilston site and even got a chance
to try their hand at bricklaying. Twenty girls
aged 11-17 took part in the events which
happened as part of our contract with Mid
Lothian Council, and were organised in
partnership with the Goodtrees Neighbourhood
Centre in Moredun, South Edinburgh.
The feedback on the events showed that
they were a hit – with lots of the girls
saying that they hadn’t realised that girls could
do construction, or that there were jobs in
the industry for them.
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Focus on: Championing Local:
Improving the wellbeing of people and
the communities we serve.

Rotherham – Social value activity makes
the difference for £60m contract win
Rotherham Council reappointed
Mears as the main contractor
to provide £250 million repairs
and maintenance during a
ten-year contract period for the
North of the Borough from
1 April 2020.
The team will provide repairs,
make empty properties ready to
be re-let, caretaking services and
making adaptations to homes
when required.

We want to work with
companies that give back
to the communities that they
work in, who promote a
borough where people can
grow, flourish and prosper,
and strengthen the skills of
the local workforce and
support people into jobs.
Rotherham Council
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Mears already has a strong
presence in the town and has
redeveloped three floors of space
at New York Stadium to create a
new home for Rotherham United
Community Sports Trust which
engages local people through
sport. The stadium also houses
the Mears Academy, which as
well as offering training to
colleagues, can also support the
Council in delivering tenant
workshops so that tenants can
understand how to effectively use
their heating systems and do
basic repairs.
We also host Local Employment
Activity Forum events in
Rotherham on an annual basis
in partnership with the Council
and JobCentre Plus, bringing
prospective employers and
job seekers together.
We’re founder members of the
Rotherham Pioneers, a group
of 80 like-minded business that
are focused on promoting

Rotherham as a place to invest and
work in. This is something we’ve
actively contributed to with the 49
apprentice opportunities we have
provided over the last 10 years
and those we are planning over the
new ten year contract.
We’ve also contributed to
infrastructure projects in the town
– refurbishing two premises for a
homeless charity, developing
bungalows for disabled residents
– as well as supporting local
charities and stakeholder groups
like Age UK.

Dragons Den challenge project comes to life:

Small improvements make hostels less hostile
Dragon’s Den runner up Lisa
Newton used her £2,000 prize
money to make things a little
better for customers in two of our
temporary accommodation
schemes.
At Oakleigh House in Sutton, a
previously unused and unloved
room was re-purposed,
redecorated and refurbished to
provide a community space.
Tables, chairs and storage were
fitted, and a programme of
community events and meetings
set up. These events were
influenced by the recognised
needs of the customers, but also
with input from the tenants
themselves to ensure they would
be useful.

At Eaton Green in Luton, the focus
was on the external. “We wanted
to create a space outside for
people to get together outside
but we couldn’t get planning
permission, so instead the money
has been used for equipment for
the tenants to use – like rounders
kit for the sessions with the kids
they run every week,” Lisa
explains.
“We had some money left over so
we also got some additional
equipment for when we install
raised beds and storage
facilities.”
Feedback from customers is really
positive, with comments about
how this is helping them interact
with each other and helps to reduce
the sense of isolation and stigma
that can often come with this type
of accommodation.
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Focus on: Creating Chances
Providing career, skills and
employment opportunities.

What does Pathways offer?

Pathways: our
opportunity
to offer free adult
learning training to
colleagues and
customers

In 2019 Mears Group launched
its new free training scheme,
Mears Pathways, which is
available to all customers and
colleagues to support career
development and employability.
Developed through a strategic
partnership with the Learning
Curve Group, a national
education and expert training
provider, Mears Pathways will
provide career, skills and
employment opportunities both
staff and customers and
colleagues in the communities
it serves.

 ears Pathways provides access to
M
fully funded, flexible learning
programmes, covering a wide variety
of subjects, including:
e Wellbeing
e Health Awareness
e Dementia Awareness
e Mental Health
e Diversity & Inclusion
e Employability
	
Over 100 colleagues and customers
have registered interest to complete
a Pathways programme since we
launched in 2019.

Mears Learning: apprentice mentors
will make the difference
2019 saw the first of our
colleagues graduate from the
new mentor training
programme, hosted by Mears
Learning.

We recognise that the people mentoring our apprentices are just as
important to the process as the apprentices themselves. The support they
give with learning and training, the relationships they can build with the
college and the example they set for our values and Red Thread behaviours
is so important.

Designed to recognise the vital
role the mentor plays in the
success of their apprentice,
the training is an introduction
into what mentoring is and the
practical, educational and
organisational cultural support
they should provide.

This has happened organically in the past – every apprentice has had a
mentor - but we want to standardise it and make it official so there is an
understanding of what mentoring in Mears means. The training sets that out
for them and shows them how they can hook in to Learning and
Development so that we can support their apprentice with any issues.
It’s also a steppingstone to further training for people who want to enhance
their careers and look to management roles.
HEATHER HUGHES,
HEAD OF LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT

CASE STUDY: CREATING VALUE, CHANGING LIVES

Creating chances through working with our supply chain partners: Commercial Group
The Commercial Foundation is a
Social Enterprise and runs a
programme called the #NoLimits
Programme for young people
aged 16 to 25 years in
Gloucestershire. The programme
is an eight-week course designed
to help young people who are
unemployed and facing multiple
barriers to secure their next step
in either education or
employment.
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The programme is open to any
young person who wants to attend.
At Mears, many young people we
work with come from areas of
social deprivation and have
complex needs. Our adaptation of
the programme is tailor-made to
build confidence and focus on
helping and supporting the
individual. By offering weekly
mentoring and on-going support
once a young person has secured
employment, we are able to make
a difference.

The Mears head office team in
Brockworth created a structured
approach to the interviews to
simulate as ‘real life’ experience
as possible within Mears,
coordinating people available
based within the different
departments in Gloucester.
Understanding that interview
dropout rates on the day is
commonplace and that it is a big
step for an individual to attend a
mock interview when they have
been out of work for various

reasons is important, ensuring
feedback is constructive but
appropriately delivered.
The workshop and 1:1 session
were supported by: Tanya Nugent
Wadsworth, Steph Slaughter,
Carolyn Bisset, Lara Sheen,
Chevez Smith HR, Rebecca
Chinnock, Connie Moore,
(Procurement), Mark Stancliffe,
Jude Herbert (Finance), Tom
Noble, Jake Talbot (Recruitment)
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Partnerships
Royal British Legion
In the past year we have become
a corporate partner with the
Royal British Legion, supporting
many of their social value events.
In November we held a group
campaign in support of the poppy
appeal, engaging all branches
in fundraising and local community
poppy events.

Supporting our troops –
our commitment to the
armed forces
An in-depth look at the work we do
for current and ex-service people.
Every year, almost 3,000 people leave the armed forces. And
for many, the reality of a life on civvy street is difficult. Lack of
support or preparation, or issues caused by time served in
active war zones can mean a slip into poverty, the breakdown
of relationships, or the loss of a place to call home.
One of our social and diversity impact approach themes is
homelessness. And given that this homelessness is a real issue
for veterans who have served and sacrificed, in October we
focussed on how this particularly effects ex-service people –
and what we are doing to help and support them.

RAF
We are also working alongside
the RAF Benevolent Fund to
promote their campaigns. In June
2019, the RAF Benevolent Fund
launched a major campaign to
get more RAF veterans and their
families back on its radar.
Royal Engineers
We are currently looking at a
proposed partnership with the
Royal Engineers. The aim would
be to provide the REs with
placements to allow:
A. Apprentices to develop on-site
work experience and skills tests
to allow them to complete their
apprenticeships.
B. Site visits by the Clerk of Work
courses to gain first-hand
experience of how a site works.
C. Work placements for qualified
trades people to reduce skill fade.
D. Longer term placements
for selected staff who are working
towards Chartered Engineer
status.
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Cait’s Story
Cait Smith knows all about how hard life can be when a career in the forces
ends. A Former RAF Medic and Royal Signal DTG, she now specialises in
helping Armed Forces Veterans with all aspects of life from welfare to social
interaction – help that she herself needed.
“I got my dream job at 16 in the Royal Signals. Serving my country was one
of the best things I have ever done. But the experience also affected me in
ways I couldn’t know. When I left the Army in 1997, I was a single mum.
had nowhere to live and a child to look after.
Cait was diagnosed with PTSD 20 years after her entire command was wiped
out in the 1994 Mull of Kintyre helicopter disaster.
“People think of veterans as little old men with medals. But the reality is
different. We are men and women of all ages who need help and support.
When I left the forces, there was nothing. I felt as though I had somehow
failed. I even tried to take my own life.
Cait now runs the Bolton Armed Forces Centre for Veterans and she helps
ex-service personnel.
We’re proud of the work that we do as a group in helping ex-service people
– and their partners and spouses – into work. Mike O’Neil is one of the
latest people to benefit.

Family Fun Day
At last year’s Family Fun Day at
Drayton Manor we arranged for a
local Reserve Unit and Cadet
Detachment to attend. The broad
brief was that the unit attending
would be able to provide a
stand that was both interactive
and of interest to those at the
Fun Day, however it was also to
be lots of fun for the many
children who would also attend
the fun day.
We were able to demonstrate the
company’s support to the
military reserve and combined
cadet force. By allowing the
reserves to attend, they were
able to promote their role both
on operations and within the
civilian communities where most
are based and all recruit from.
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Armed Forces Working Group

Mears Group is a big
supporter of working with
the armed forces and
supporting colleagues and
reservists within our
business.
We take a deliberate approach to
focus on our work in this area,
through the further development
in 2019 of our Mears Armed
Forces Working Group.
The purpose of the group is to
direct and oversee work
undertaken to help ensure that
Mears Group meets and exceeds
its Armed Forces Covenant
commitments.

Mike’s Story

Kevin Holden, Assistant Director
of Health & Safety, himself
a veteran.
“As Chair of the Armed Forces
Working Group, I am delighted
with the work which has
been achieved during the past
year. Mears Group recognises
the valuable contribution
which Service Personnel and
their spouses bring to our
business and we are delighted
to help in any way possible
with their transition into civilian
employment.”

A Military Covenant Employer
Mears signed the Covenant in 2014
and achieved ERS Silver Award
status in 2015. Advocacy remains
an important part of the
Covenant work we do. Work is
ongoing to engage with suppliers,
clients and partners to encourage
them to become signatories.
We have also utilised Subcontract
Management to assist with
getting the message out. An aide
memoir as to Covenant benefits
has also been produced. Mears
has its own Armed Forces policy
developed collaboratively with the
Armed Forces Group.

Promoting careers and recruitment opportunities
We continue to attend regional career transition partnership events across the country with the aim being to encourage
members of the armed forces and their families to seek employment with Mears on completion of their military service.
These employment fairs allow employers the opportunity to network with skilled and experienced armed forces leavers
ready to enter a civilian workforce.
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I served for 22 years in the Navy working on radar systems.
Towards the end of my career, I started to think about what
I wanted to do and plan for a future.
More and more of my role had been about managing the
health and safety of the people who worked for me and I
knew this would be a good area to get in to. I went to a
Career Transition Partnership employment fair and spoke to
the Mears people. From that, I got two weeks work
experience in the Health and Safety team. I kept in touch
once those two weeks were over and then very luckily, a
vacancy arose. I interviewed for it on my last day with the
Navy and got offered it the same day.
I went from working on a type 23 frigate being moored off
the coast of Iraq to now being in customers’ homes making
sure the work we do and the people who do it are safe,
in the space of two months. It was seamless. It was perfect.
But I know that’s not always the case for people coming
out of the forces. There can be a lot of anxiety about what
people are going to do.

Attending the employment
fairs is just one-way
Mears support ex-forces
personnel. Our Armed Forces
Working Group is led by
Assistant Director of Health &
Safety Kevin Holden:
“Supporting ex-service people
is the right thing to do for an
organisation like Mears in
terms of the
debt that our country owes
for their service.
“We’re advocating for the
Armed Forces Covenant and
promoting it within our supply
chain. We’re aiming for gold
standard when it comes
to the Defence Employer
Recognition Scheme.
We have great links with the
Royal British Legion and
we’re looking forward to
2020 in partnership with
them so that we can work
more closely together going
forward. Every year we
raise money to fund the vital
work which they do.”
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Supply chain at the front of trialling
hybrid and electric vehicles

CASE STUDY:

A. I wanted to get involved with the
programme to give young people
a chance to explore different paths
from an early age. I remember
choosing our options at school
without a clear picture of what paths
or careers they may lead to.
Having coached all ages to see
progression in people is
extremely rewarding. Watching
these young people try and solve
the biggest problems we have on
the planet was as rewarding for
me as it was for them.

Q. What do you think the kids
got out of it?
A. Not only were the children
educated in the world’s biggest
environmental issues they
also got to meet different mentors
with different backgrounds.
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Hearing the career paths of
mentors gave them more
knowledge to make their career
choices and also understand
the impact particular job roles
will have on the environment
and the people within it. Working
in groups they also engaged
brilliantly with each other
enhancing teamwork, respect for
each other and project
management.

Q. Are there any particular
sessions you remember well and
why? I’m thinking about you
engaging well through football
with the kids who struggled
academically and nicknamed you
Paddy Power!!
A. It was a struggle at first when I
found myself mentoring the group
of lads in the back corner of the
room. They didn’t know me; I was

just a guest in the school and
not a teacher. So, I knew it would
be a challenge. I spent the first
part of the morning session
finding common ground with them
and found out they all loved
football. They were interested to
know about who I supported,
played for and worked with. In
each task I used the footballing
analogies to keep their
concentration and interest which
worked well.
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During 2019, following the roll out of
Papercut, our secure printing solution,
throughout Mears we have reduced
our spend on print jobs by
approximately 55% per month and in
the first five months, reduced the
volume of paper purchased by Mears
by approximately 23%! The PIN
numbers that were supplied to
colleagues have helped to reduce our
impact on the environment by reducing
waste and has improved security.

Delivering social
value with our
Supply Partners

Meet the mentor, Paddy Grace
Q. Why did you want to become
a mentor?

ON • OUR

The scheme won third place in
last year’s Dragons Den and
introducing it to the business
was the brainchild of
Compliance Assistant Natasha
Owen and Accommodation
Advisor Stacey Rands from
Mears Housing Management.

Natasha said: “We were thrilled to
be in the top three of last year’s
Dragon’s Den. Since then we’ve
worked with the Quality team who
are helping to develop the
material needed to launch the
campaign. Let’s hope all branches
can get involved to make eco
bricks so that we can do our part
to tackle this issue.”
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The concept is simple: take a
plastic bottle, stuff it with more
plastic bottles, and just like
that, you’ve created a building
material and reduced waste
going to landfill.
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In 2019 we were delighted
to announce that we have
signed up for our 3rd year
with Solutions 4 The Planet,
supporting their Big Ideas
Challenge.

Build something brilliant with eco bricks

E R RE DU

Mears mentors working
with Solutions 4 The Planet
for 3rd year: The Big Ideas
Challenge

Be plastic fantastic!
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Focus on: Healthy Planet
Making a positive contribution
to our planet

Last year Mears group has
completed a trial which included
sixteen other large companies
which involved road testing a Ford
Transit Plug-In Hybrid van for a
year to explore how electric
vehicles can support cleaner air
targets while boosting
productivity for operators in urban
conditions.
“We are always looking at the
impact of our business and how
we can help to improve the
communities we work in.
The nature of our business
means we are working in urban
environments where air pollution
will be a significant factor in

reducing the quality of life for
residents and if we can be part of
the solution then that’s what we
should do.
“Companies like ours are heavily
dependent on fleet for our day
to day business so we are taking
steps now to ensure that the Mears
fleet of the future is reducing our
carbon footprint.”
The trial involved companies such
as Addison Lee, British Gas, DPD,
Heathrow airport, TfL, Sky and the
Royal Mail who, like Mears, operate
large fleets in London.
IAN WATSON,
DIRECTOR OF PROCUREMENT

At Mears, we believe we are more
effective in delivering social value
where we can share resources,
skills, experience and financial
support with our supply partners.
To ensure a consistent approach
throughout our supply chain,
we expect our suppliers to have
or adopt similar business principles
to our own. Our suppliers are
required to acknowledge the
significance of social,
environmental and ethical
matters in their conduct and must
have a commitment to working
towards improving quality
standards and performance in
these areas.
Above all, we expect suppliers to
be able to demonstrate
compliance with all UK, EU and
international legislation that apply
to business operations from
Modern Slavery, Anti-Bribery and
Health, Safety & Wellbeing laws to
product specific regulations.
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Award winning quality

New Homes
Supporting affordable homes
and sustainability

Mears New Homes has won the LABC National Award
for Best High-Volume Housing Development.
The award recognises its Garden Avenue and Furzen
Avenue projects.

	As well as supporting the Royal British Legion, our
team from New Homes hosted a number of activities
in 2019 to raise valuable funds for a number of
great causes. These include:

Mears New Homes was also shortlisted for the Inside
Housing Development Award for the Best Development
category, alongside our partners Watford Community
Housing Trust.

The contract saw Mears New Homes regenerate a
brownfield and vacant garage site into 22 apartments
for affordable rent. They are the first new homes
directly provided by the council in over 20 years.
The scheme used a range of methods to reduce energy
consumption and fuel poverty, as well as being
sympathetic to local residents who were consulted
throughout the process.

e Charity shoot day
e Christmas jumper day
e Red Nose day
e Foodbank Christmas hampers in Milton Keynes
e Macmillan coffee morning
e	£500 donation to Steeple Aston Pre-School in Bicester
(Image right)

The awards celebrate achievements in the construction
industry. They reward excellent buildings, outstanding
companies, and partnerships and individuals that go that
extra mile.

New Homes and Housing Management supporting vulnerable
groups with independent living solutions
Mears have been appointed to build ‘The Hollies’, a brand new supported housing
scheme in partnership with Bolton Council and HB Villages.
The 8 bed facility and 16 one bedroom apartments will
provide specialist supported living close to amenities,
leisure and employment, specifically built for adults
with learning disabilities. The scheme allows vulnerable
adults to have their own independence in a safe
environment that feels like a home; not a care facility.
The completed facility will provide personalised
care where the Local Authority will assess and design
a personal care plan around each individuals needs.
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It is a thoughtfully designed and innovative scheme,
offering a dedicated 24 hour care service alongside
full accommodation management. The care service will
be provided by Mears Care who have a dedicated
specialist team with experience in managing high input
care needs, applying the latest in assistive technology
to ensure residents are receiving the care they need in
an environment that is both a community and a home.
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Housing Management

As one of the UKs largest providers of temporary and emergency
accommodation, Mears is proactively involved in tackling the problem of
homelessness. But it’s not just about providing a roof; our service seeks
to support individuals and tackle the issues surrounding their
homelessness.

Bringing innovation to support
social responsibility
Mears Housing Management Asylum Accommodation
and Support Contracts: support contract to promote
customer and community cohesion.
In 2019 Mears was awarded three new Government
contracts to provide accommodation and support for
asylum seekers. The contracts are to provide
accommodation as well as supporting each
service user. Mears has been awarded contracts for
Scotland, Northern Ireland and the North East,
Yorkshire and the Humber.
Worth in excess of £1bn over 10 years, mobilisation
began in January and the transition from the previous
providers happened in September 2019.
The Mears approach
Our approach has been to apply our knowledge of
housing management, repairs and supporting and
engaging with our tenants and customers.
By extending this approach to asylum housing we
have successfully demonstrated that our core model
is one which our partners increasingly demand.

Since August 2019, 2,973 new asylum
seekers have been housed by
Mears and 1,811 have moved out into
more permanent homes. We’ve
successfully housed 24,198 people in
this way since then.
Going Forward
Under the contract early indications are that people
moves will at least match, and more likely exceed
assumptions. If moves continue to increase, as
expected, this is positive for Mears under the contract.
In Mears regions c85,000 Asylum seekers will be
awarded leave to remain across the life of the contract,
they all require a home.
Mears believes there is opportunity, as a result of its
innovative ‘partnership model’, and its registered
provider status, to offer housing to some of those
people every year that secure leave to remain and need
an affordable home within the Mears regions.
The success on this procurement was achieved due to
the clear alignment between the Home Office’s
aspirations for the new contract and Mears’ core
competencies.
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Tackling homelessness

Bringing Innovation into
housing solutions

Partnership working
breathes new life into
Chineham House

Working with Luton Borough Council, we converted
empty offices into a hostel offering 54 rooms for
homeless individuals. Inside, we created a training
centre where tenants can access mentoring and
life-skills training as well as help with looking after
their home, paying bills, CV writing, completing job
applications and filling out housing benefit forms.
The facility is producing positive outcomes for its
tenants but it also having a wider positive impact as
Council spend on temporary accommodation –
which was previously provided through local B&Bs –
has been significantly reduced.

A dilapidated building in Basingstoke that has been
transformed into new homes and a community
space for local people has been officially opened.
The Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council
owned Grade 2 listed former farmhouse Chineham
House has been converted into flats and made
available to those people local to, working or
volunteering in the Popley area on the council’s
housing list. It had been used as office space until
it was vacated seven years ago and since then it
has remained empty and unused.
In a move to bring the building back into use, the
council appointed Mears to help convert the
property into 10 affordable rented flats and a room
for the wider community to use. Mears helped fund
the conversion works and will manage Chineham
House for the next 20 years.
To support those people connected to or working
in the area, which includes employers such as
Basingstoke and North Hampshire Hospital, the
council also piloted a local lettings policy giving
preference to local employees and those people
contributing to the area.

Elsewhere in the country we have entered into a
partnership with HUSK to convert disused
garages into stylish and comfortable new homes
to meet housing need.
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Housing Maintenance

Scotland working to support St Andrews Hospice
Mears Scotland raised a fantastic
£11,000 at the Mears Charity
Golf Day held at Dundonald Links
for St Andrew’s Hospice.
The Airdrie charity, founded in
1986 by the Sisters of Charity,
provides specialist care for
thousands of Lanarkshire patients
with life-limiting illnesses.
The money raised from this event
will help to provide specialist
palliative care to patients
and their families from
communities across both North
and South Lanarkshire.

Leeds Housing and Leeds Rhinos partnership,
helping to support food poverty
Mears formed a partnership with the Leeds Rhinos
Foundation and the North–West and South-East Leeds
Food Banks.

“	We are pleased that we can work with Mears to collect
donations of food and money outside of the Leeds
Rhinos home matches.

This agreement allows volunteers from Mears to help
the two Food Banks to collect food and cash donations
outside of the Emerald Headingley Stadium, at men’s,
women’s and disabled games.

“	We have had similar arrangements in the past and last
year we able to raise nearly £20,000 worth of meals and
cash donations, which made a huge difference to the
people who use our services. This agreement with Mears
and the Leeds Rhinos Foundation means we can do
more to help those in food poverty in Leeds.”

Wendy Doyle and Karen Burgon, Project Managers at
South & East and North & West Food Banks said:

Mears and Livin joined forces to support local football club
We were pleased to announce that Mears along with Livin
has joined forces with the Shildon Association Football
Club (AFC) for a three-year sponsorship partnership, set
to benefit the community by encouraging more local young
people to get involved in sport.

St. Andrew’s Hospice is the
nominated charity through our
Joint Venture with North
Lanarkshire Council and Mears
Scotland will continue to support
the hospice all year round with
various events.

Mears help to Light up a Life
In 2019 Mears sponsored the Light up a Life campaign, which celebrates the life of someone special and make
a difference to the lives of patients and their loved one at St Andrew’s Hospice at Christmas.
Light Up a Life is a special opportunity to sponsor a light on the Hospice Christmas tree or on the Christmas
tree in your local area, in memory or in honour of a loved one. All donations went to supporting patients and their
families across Lanarkshire for the St Andrew’s Hospice.

The Big Ben Nevis Challenge
Five Mears Colleagues from Coatbridge and the Communications and Customer Success teams completed the
Ben Nevis Challenge in August 2019, raising a whopping £3,000 between them.

With long-standing roots in the community, Shildon AFC
was established in 1890 and today competes in the Ebac
Northern League first division after several successful years.
The club has nine youth teams within its development
centre, in addition to the first team.
Along with Livin, we have strong connections with the
community in Shildon and have worked closely with
Sunderland AFC charity the Foundation of Light to establish
the Foundations Community Hub in the town centre.
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Pyramid Plus - The Foyer, Salisbury
BEFORE:

MPS have aligned with Mears in their commitment
to support our armed forces.

As part of the 2019/
20 kitchen and
bathroom project,
Pyramid Plus carried
out a kitchen
refurbishment at The
Foyer in Salisbury.

Since our Home Group South East
contract started in April 2019,
six personnel have worked with
the team, three from the Army and
three from the Gurkhas.
Whilst in the forces they had
completed their gas qualification
theory but had not been able to
gain any practical experience.
This was fulfilled through the MPS
team. Following the completion of
their course, three were offered
permanent positions.

AFTER:
The Foyer caters for 32 young
adults between the ages of 18 and
25 who, for various reasons, find
themselves without
accommodation and for some
without the life skills to manage in
today’s world.

The kitchen will have a ‘grand
opening’ presented by celebrity
chef Daniel Clifford.
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Stephen joined the army at the
age of 20, after six and a half
years’ service in the Parachute
Regiment. After numerous
overseas exercises he decided
it was time to leave, he knew
life as a gas engineer would
give him a safe and secure
future. Stephen initially found
the transition hard but now feels
happy with civilian life.
The support I have received from
manager Gary Last, lead engineer
Charlie Davis and the rest of
the team has been intrinsic to me
succeeding in the work
environment.

Orbit - The Laureate Academy Primary School in Newmarket, Suffolk
The project involved converting
a disused classroom into a home
economics room for the pupils
and local residents to use.
The project had to be done over
weekends due to the school
being open. In total the works
took approximately 6 weekends.
We have supplied and installed
a new kitchen inclusive of
fridge freezers, three ovens and
induction hobs.

Here’s the story of two of our
team members:

BEFORE:

AFTER:

Stephen sees a long career ahead
of him with MPS and one day he
would like to move up the ranks to
become a lead engineer, he has
now been booked on a mechanical
ventilation training course and will
be fully trained by the beginning
of March. He would also like to do
a distance learning degree.
Danny joined the forces at the
age of 16 as career prospects in
the North of England were not
great. 14 years later Danny had
spent 6.5 years based in Germany
and completed two tours, one in
Iraq and one in Afghanistan. When
considering leaving the forces
Danny spoke to members of his
family about whether to become a
gas engineer or an electrician,
Danny chose Gas.

MPS Energy and
MPS Orbit December 2019

MPS Energy and MPS Orbit who
are both based in Orpington
held a Christmas jumper day in
aid of Save the Children which
included a cake sale and a chilli
con carne lunch.
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Our social value stories 2019
Mears Exeter Raise Money for Devon Air Ambulance

Power Up North

Our colleagues from Exeter,
Devon raised a fantastic
£865 for Devon Air
Ambulance.

Last year, our colleagues in Manchester were
approached to join a Business Network Group to help
North Manchester with their communities and help
improve their social value and mental health.
They joined forces with local businesses, Manchester
City Council and NHS England to form a group
to get the project going.

Every penny raised by the team will help keep the
air ambulance going and continue to provide relief
of sickness and injury in the county of Devon and
surrounding areas.

The group was named ‘Power Up North’ and focused
on partnership working and community engagement
to help make a positive difference to the people in
Manchester.

Raising Awareness for Down’s Syndrome Awareness Week
To show their support and increase
awareness about Down’s syndrome, our
colleagues at our Welwyn branch took
part in the #LeaveNoOneBehind
campaign and helped fund-raise for the
Down’s Syndrome Association.

They recently held an event and invited small
charities and community groups along to showcase
what the group could offer the local communities and
also promoted Mental Health awareness.

Mental Health Awareness Week
For Mental Health Awareness Week
our colleagues from all around
the business were busy promoting
positive mental health in the
workplace.

The team held a fantastic cake sale and wore odd socks
during the week as a sign of support - to show that every
person with Down’s Syndrome should have the same
opportunities in life as everyone else.

Our mental health first aider, Michael
Forster along with Customer
and Community Manager, Debbie
Kerr delivered a very insightful
mental health and dementia
awareness session to a group of
staff and operatives on the
Home Group North East contract
and it was brilliant.

Supporting Medway Maritime Hospital
Our colleagues at Medway supported the
Medway Maritime Hospital by donating
refreshments including coffee, tea and sugar
to the family room of the Oliver Fisher
Special Care Baby Unit.
The team delivered the donations to Katrina Toms,
The Trust Secretary at the Unit.
The donation will be used by the families of the poorly
babies at the Special Care Baby Unit. The unit relies
on people’s generosity and fundraising activities to
keep running.
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The truth is we all have moments when we feel we
should be better, we should be our perfect selves.
It’s important to remember none of us are perfect,
none of us are the same, and diversity is something
to be celebrated, not dismayed by.

Michael did an amazing job and
gave a presentation giving a wealth
of information on depression
and anxiety.

MICHAEL FORSTER
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Gloucester ‘walks’ green
Our colleagues at Gloucester have been taking part in the Walkers crisps
packet recycling scheme. This was inspired by our very own
eco-warrior Connie!

Our colleague Marie enlisted her own children to take part
in the initiative. They were so inspired by it that they spoke
to their school and with their own pocket money they
purchased a big box for the dining hall, so that children and
teachers could put their empty crisp packets in it.
Every Friday, the kids bring home the box and they batch the packets up,
Marie then brings them into the office on a Monday.
So far, they have over 5000 packets awaiting collection, and this is a huge
group effort!

Mears Islington transforms Theydon Bois primary schools

Brian cycles for suicide prevention charity
Our colleague Brian from Scotland
has been doing a sponsored
cycle to raise funds for Chris’s
House, a small charity providing
suicide prevention support for
those suffering from depression
and for their families.
Brian left from the Famous
Blacksmiths Shop at Gretna on
Sunday morning and plans to
arrive at the signpost at John
O’Groats by early afternoon on
Friday which will mark a distance
of almost 400 miles!

Mears raises funds for Macmillan Coffee Morning

Mears Islington helped transform
Theydon Bois primary school by
helping to redecorate the front of
the building and the assembly hall
which had not been painted in
over 15 years.

Colleagues up and down the country
took part in the World’s Biggest
Coffee Morning.
They held cake sales and
competitions, raising an amazing
amount of money which will go to
Macmillan Cancer Support who work
hard to support families and
individuals affected by cancer.

Steve Bristow, the school’s
caretaker has since commented
on the amazing hard work and
effort that the team put in despite
most of them having no immediate
affiliation to the school.

Dean extra care team celebrate 75th D-Day Anniversary
Mears New Homes raise £10,000 for charity
Supporting charities and the communities we build and maintain homes in has
always been a priority for Mears and in particular involving our staff and supply
chain in these efforts.
We held our 4th annual charity clay pigeon shoot, supported by Travis Perkins
to raise money for two amazing charities.
Over 50 suppliers, subcontractors and clients entered into 55 teams this year
to raise money for The Royal British Legion and Macmillan Cancer Support.
We are really proud of the New Homes team that have raised over £10,000 for
the charities, which is a brilliant effort.
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Colleagues at Dean Road extra
care scheme along with over
40 service users celebrated
the 75th Anniversary of D-Day.
It was fantastic event with
sandwiches, cakes, a live band
singing songs of the age and
the room was adorned with
bunting and tables laid out to
resemble a street party. It was
a great way to celebrate our
heroes.
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Christmas Lunch for DePaul Young Person’s Homeless Charity
For the fifth year running, our
colleagues have been busy providing
lunch at the Christmas event for
DePaul Young Person’s Homeless
Charity today.

Members from the Mears
Customer and Communication
team were joined by Home
Group North East to cook and
serve lunch to approximately
100 young people and
their families.

Mears Medway and Salvation Army team up to
deliver Christmas parcels
Our colleagues at Medway teamed
up with the Salvation Army over
the festive period to sort, pack and
deliver Christmas presents to
families and children who may not
have had any otherwise.
They spent two days at The
Salvation Army Chatham Corps
sorting and packing presents
kindly donated by members of the
public and other churches, and
helped deliver them to local schools
and children’s agencies.

Mears Rotherham build skills at St Pius X School
Mears Rotherham were at St
Pius X School in Rotherham
completing mock interviews
for their students.

Mears Welwyn bake for Alzheimer’s Society
Mears Welwyn’s resident bakers
donned their baking hats to
raise funds for the Alzheimer’s
Society. Social Value Champion
Amanda Parker and Jane Hage
whipped up a few batches of
their tasty cakes to raise some
fantastic funds for such a
worthy cause.

This was a great project which
involved many colleagues across
the business and provided a
meaningful employer encounter
for 126 young people. We were
also supported by a number
of businesses in Rotherham for
this project.

MPS renovates Kensington community centre
Mears Barnet refurb Rosa Morison day centre
Mears Barnet carried out refurbishment works at Rosa
Morison day centre for adults with profound and complex
learning and physical disabilities. Our colleague Siji spent
the whole morning at the centre and changed all the
lights for which they were very grateful.
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MPS working alongside our supply
contractor completed a small
renovation project for a community
centre within Kensington & Chelsea.
The project included painting and
building shelves for the community
book club.
The team are also put up boards to
display pictures drawn by the local
children. Our colleagues immensely
enjoyed this project which was a
great opportunity for them to give
back to the community.
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Mears New Homes joins Wakefield District Housing
for safety poster competition
Mears New Homes in Leeds
alongside our client, Wakefield
District Housing and the local
community held a Safety poster
competition with a local junior
school on our site in South
Elmsall, Wakefield. This was a
great opportunity for the local
community to get together
and for the students to be able
to visit the site as part of their
photography course – to
understand how their local area
is changing with new
developments.

Mears sponsors volunteers for Good Deeds initiative
Mears colleagues from
Peterborough supported our
client for their Good Deeds of
Christmas Incentive. Mears
sponsored three Volunteers for
the Good Deeds that they have
done within the community.
This was our way to thank them
for all their hard work and
commitment.

Mears and Hyde support local employment opportunities

Mears Medway
plant a tree to
remember the
fallen

Mears along with our
client Hyde Housing
organised a job fair for the
local community.

Following the Mears 2018
Armistice Campaign, our
colleagues at Medway joined
forces with Medway Norse
and our client Medway Council
and planted a tree to
commemorate 100 years
of the armistice and to
remember the fallen of WW1.

The fair promoted career
opportunities within Mears. It was
a very successful day with a turn
out with around 30 local residents
attending the event.

Mears New Homes get gardening

Peace Garden for Shiloh

Six colleagues from our Milton
Keynes branch volunteered
their time to join the Women’s
Institute in Welford to plant bulbs
to brighten the community.

Mears Rotherham in partnership
with Rotherham Council and
Fortem have worked to provide a
fantastic Peace Garden for Shiloh
Rotherham where the homeless
and vulnerable people will be able
to find floral comfort.

The planting took place on our
development of 59 new homes
consisting of 2, 3, 4 and 5
bedrooms, and was part of a
wider local campaign by
the group to bring joy to the
neighbourhood. The
opportunity to be involved has
helped us to further engage with
the local community.
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The outside space will feature
picnic table-style seating, timber
decking and planters packed with
colourful flowers. It will be used
for group activities, gardening
workshops and as a calm spot for
one-to-one support.
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Mears Housing Management celebrate International
Children and Families Day
Mears Housing Management hostels,
Oakleigh House and St Catherine’s
held play and craft sessions for families
last week to celebrate International
Children and Families Day.

Milton Keynes extra care sheltered housing has a mini-makeover
Our Extra Care Sheltered
Housing in Milton Keynes got a
mini makeover. The front of
the building is now more
welcoming and colourful making
it a great place for residents,
their families and staff.

Over 30 parents and children took part, enjoying
books, crafts, painting and dance. Everyone had a great
day and agreed that more activities like this was needed
and this was a good beginning to encouraging tenants
to be active in their community.

Mears Direct – Working in partnership for the local community
Colleagues from Mears Direct
worked in partnership with Epping
Forest District Council and helped
them identify key efficiencies
within their services that enabled
them to free up funds for local
community services.

Mears Rotherham tradeswomen take the trades to Swinton Academy
Our Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project has
produced tools and resources that helps promote trades
to school children, especially to young girls encouraging
them to think about non-traditional careers.

The Council’s housing repairs team
will now be able to help fund a
new van without which Voluntary
Action Epping Forest (VAEF)
would have had difficulties in
continuing to offer the much needed
handyman service for the local
residents.

This is best demonstrated recently by two of our
tradeswomen ambassadors from Rotherham who delivered
an electrical workshop to a group of 22 Y10 female
students. The workshop aimed to help the girls
understand the non-stereotypical examples of career
opportunities open to them.

Community Room launch at Oakleigh House

Durham House transform old Mears uniforms into poppies

Mears Housing Management successfully launched the
Community Room at Oakleigh House. Over 20 tenants
attended the launch event along with their children to
enjoy food, music, crafts and the chance to get to know
each other better.

Durham House residents and Mears
colleagues got together to make
poppies out of old Mears uniforms to
sell in aid of raising funds for the
Royal British Legion.

The Community Room was refurbished with funds from
the Mears Foundation following a successful
Dragon’s Den pitch. The room will give much needed
space for tenants to get together, take part in events
and workshops to improve their current position as well
as the chance for children to play and do their
homework. There is also a programme in place for
social value activities to help tenants get the most out
of their updated space.
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Mears Scotland talk about Safer Homes project

Halloween party at Balmoral Place extra care scheme

Mears Scotland attended the
Kilsyth Civic Week Tea Dance
hosted by the Lord Provost Jean
Jones where they advised the
elderly attendees about the
Safer Homes Project - a free
service for all North Lanarkshire
residents.
This service provides safety
chains, spy holes, door alarms
plus other safety measures
which makes the residents feel
safer in their own homes.

Linton extra care scheme host wartime tea party
Mears extra care scheme at Linton
hosted a successful wartime tea
party where 30 residents enjoyed
cakes, sandwiches and trifle and a
good sing a long to Vera Lynn and
the old wartime favourites.

The event was hosted by
care staff who did a
fantastic job making it a
very enjoyable day for the
residents.

Mears Islington host DIY workshops for residents

It was time for spooks and ghosties at Balmoral Place. The residents and staff at
the extra care scheme had a great time dressing up for their Halloween Party.

Christmas jumpers for Save the Children
It was festive time at Mears
Housing Management in Enfield.
Our colleagues donned their
festive jumpers to raise money
for Save the Children.
The charity operates in over 100
countries including the UK, to
help children stay safe, healthy
and learning.

Mears Islington joined
forces with Islington
Council to deliver a whole
day DIY workshop at
a local training facility.
Twelve local residents enjoyed a
practical hands-on plumbing
session followed by an introduction
to electrics in the home.
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Social value:
What is the future
agenda focus?

2020 will be an exciting time for
social and diversity impact. We are
finally at an end to Parliamentary and
Government deadlock and the new
administration has set their focus on
ending austerity, improving
infrastructure across the nation and
‘levelling up’ those communities who
have felt left behind.
We will see a White Paper on social
housing which we hope will reflect
proposals for real resident
engagement and accountability of
landlords when things go wrong.
Better standards of build, safety and
sustainability and an
acknowledgement that affordable
and decent homes need to be
updated to a 21st Century standard.
It is agreed that all of these issues
need to be tackled. We still believe
that the Social Value Act – whilst
it needs strengthening – could still
be a vehicle in which some of these
questions might be answered.
That’s why we have commissioned a
report on how we improve
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measurement and understanding of
how social value is calculated. We will
be working with Treasury and the
Cabinet Office to ensure that our
evidence is helpful to Government.
At Mears we welcome a focus on
rebuilding our national infrastructure
and hope that this means
investment where people live as
well as on grand transport projects.
We welcomed the Conservative
manifesto’s commitment to
workplace changes – anything
which helps our colleagues to
balance their lives to look after their
health and still be able to contribute
back to society would be very
welcome.
We would like to see a ‘levelling up’
in social mobility and we are
excited to be in the top 75 of UK
companies for social mobility.
We will also lobby government
using our evidence base and our
report with the Social Mobility Pledge
on this important issue in 2020.

We are proud of our
reputation as a
company that
makes a POSITIVE
difference; enabling
individuals and
communities to
flourish and thrive.
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